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Keep the poachers  
from your doorstep 

The Bank of England is predicting the UK is in for a  
recession that could last two years. Keeping your people 
engaged is even more pressing in times of economic 
uncertainty. As Woodreed MD, Jo Moffatt, said in a  
recent article for the Times: 

Employee engagement doesn’t make up for poor business 
decisions or low levels of investment and it isn’t an 
alternative to paying people fairly. 

But she adds 

Firms with a commitment to genuine engagement will  
be in a better position to navigate difficult times ahead 
because they’ve established an enduring partnership with 
their employees.

You might think your best people are less likely to move because of fears 
over their job security in a new position. However, it’s a sellers’ market 
so your competitors are more likely to try to fill vacancies by poaching 
the cream from your organisation. The competition to recruit and retain 
scarce talent and valued skills is as important as ever. For the UK this is 
critical as it has the lowest average job tenure in all the OECD counties 
(The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) at a jaw 
dropping 1.6 years.1



The cream of your company is worth its weight in gold (top!). 
Not just their collective experience and expertise, but  
the colleagues the cream train and help rise to the top of  
the organisation. It’s invaluable to your future growth. 
Engaged employees stay, that’s a fact. 

The value of keeping  
the cream
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Average cost per new recruit, which for a salary of 
£32,000 is approx. £6,4203

Turnover rates drop dramatically in companies  
with high levels of engagement

The best companies to work for retain talent -  
80% of their people agree with the statement  
“I want to work here for a long time”2.

A company of 1000 employees can save more than 
£1m a year by prioritising engagement – just on 
absentee and retention alone 

Engagement = retained workforce = less spent on 
recruitment and induction = increased profits 
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How to attract the crème  
de la crème while stopping 
competitors skimming the 
cream from your company

Prioritising employee experience in your recession planning 
will help to position your company to move forward while 
your competitors retreat4.

And central to delivering a good employee experience is a strong 
employer brand proposition (EBP).

Your employer brand is the promise you make to your employees and 
future employees. Its strategic foundations are the same as building a 
brand, in that it too needs to be built on truths that matter to your  
audience - your people (current and future). Your employer brand also 
needs close alignment with your mission and vision, your values and 
behaviours, and to be delivered in a consistent tone of voice. Getting 
EBP right is even more important now with the differing expectations  
of Gens Y and Z. Distinct from generations before them, Millennials  
and Gen Z coming up behind them care as much, if not more, about 
company culture, purpose, authentic values and work life balance as 
they do about compensation.

Making sure your inside and outside EBP match-up is key: what you say 
on social media and on your website, what your recruitment material 
looks like, how you brief recruiters, how you interview, what your 
induction programme is like, your compensation and benefits package, 
your opportunities for learning and development, how you keep in 
touch with your alumni. It’s about taking a ’cradle to grave’ 
approach to recruitment, employment tenure and beyond.

Your people are your best advocates and the most 
important contributors to your employer brand.  
They can be used as proud ambassadors for the 
employer brand through their stories.

The best employer brands attract and retain  
the best people.



Once developed we’ll create a set of key messages to make sure 
everyone is on message – consistency at all touchpoints. 

We’ll bring your proposition to life, inside for your people and outside.  
A creative campaign will complement the proposition to help you  
attract the right people into your organisation.

There’s even clever tech you can use to track the employee lifecycle 
from recruitment to induction and way beyond. We like how leading 
insights researcher Qualtrics does it with their ‘Employee Lifecycle’ 
platform. It helps organisations understand the moments that matter, 
giving real-time insights to identify and close gaps in the on-boarding 
and training experience. This allows you to understand and address  
the key drivers of employee attrition.

 
 
 
 
Take a look at this campaign 
for a law firm where we used 
our methodology to develop 
their EBP and the recruitment 
drive that stemmed from it.  
A campaign which gave them 
the results they needed as 
well as ‘shaking up’ 
advertising in the law sector.

Woodreed’s approach to 
employer brand creation 

We take a holistic approach to EBP. Work with us and 
we’ll work with you and your team to uncover the  
truths about your organisation that makes it stand  
out from your competitors. We’ll talk to your people,  
analyse your data. Look within and beyond your sector 
for best practice. We’ll consider Best Companies’ eight 
factors of engagement as well as the Four Enablers of 
engagement as identified by Engage for Success5.  
Your values will be central. 

No matter what your specialism, if you’re forward 

thinking, dynamic and want to shake things up we’ve 

got an entrepreneurial culture that will help you do it. 

Find out more at rixandkay.co.uk/careers 
or follow @RixandKayLaw#timetomakeyourmark

Got the right mix of drive and ambition 
(and a twist of difference)?

Shake it up at Rix&Kay

A career at Rix & Kay can take many forms. If you are looking to  

develop your specialism or even switch to another one we will  

get you the training to do it. If you want to adjust your work-life  

balance we can offer all sorts of options.

Find out more at rixandkay.co.uk/careers 
or follow @RixandKayLaw#timetomakeyourmark

Like your career to take a different shape?

5. https://engageforsuccess.org/the-four-enablers



Woodreed is a specialist advertising agency that’s been putting brand  
at the heart of internal communications since 1991.  We use the tools, 
methodologies, insights and creativity that marketing teams use to 
engage consumers, but we use them to engage your existing and  
future employees. 

Woodreed is driven by our ambition to make workplaces better places to 
be. We do this by using the power of brand. 

Woodreed plans brands and helps shape company cultures using various 
research tools and methodologies as well as the latest technology 
platforms. We create and run employee and customer workshops and 
focus groups. Our in-house creative teams devise multi-channel comms 
campaigns designed to move people. 

Woodreed works with organisations of all shapes and sizes in the 
private, public and third sector to create high performing, healthy 
cultures. Get in touch to hear what we’re doing for organisations like 
yours and ways we can help make your place a better place to be. 

If you’d like to learn more about Woodreed’s approach to employer 
brand, then get in touch with Charlotte – charlotte@woodreed.com  
or call 07970 711239.
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